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he Alliance for Academic Internal Medicine (AAIM)
s composed of key internal medicine professional bod-
es committed to the preservation, growth, and refine-
ent of the specialty. Member organizations include

he Association of Professors of Medicine, Association
f Specialty Professors, Association of Program Direc-

ors in Internal Medicine, Clerkship Directors in Internal
edicine, and Administrators of Internal Medicine.1 A

rimary mission of AAIM is to foster change in med-
cal education. To this end, in 2006 AAIM chartered the
ducation Redesign Task Force, composed of represen-

atives of the member organizations and the American
ollege of Physicians and American Board of Internal
edicine, to address several topics critical to the mis-

ion of internal medicine education.2 A second task
orce was similarly chartered in 2008 and charged to
xamine 3 additional issues: defining the essence of
nternal medicine, formulating a pathway toward com-
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etency-based medical education, and describing and
xamining issues related to clinical medical educators,
pecifically the master teacher.

The roles of the clinician educator have grown in
ophistication, complexity, and importance as the scope
f responsibilities and skills needed for teaching and
valuation has expanded. Master teachers are educators
ighly trained and competent in the broad skill set
equired by today’s standards. Some designs separate
educator” from “teacher,”3 whereas others suggest a
iered model of clinician educators, from the traditional
linician educator to the more specialized master teacher.4

egardless, these individuals will spend most of their
rofessional time teaching and mentoring students, res-
dents, and fellows in patient care settings, with the
emainder of their efforts devoted to classroom instruc-
ion, honing their clinical and teaching skills, perform-
ng formal educational research, providing educational
nd clinical administrative leadership, and developing
uture master teachers.5-11

This article defines and substantiates the need for this
ew educator and describes the proposed skills and abil-
ties of a master teacher. Subsequent parts will review
vailable options for their training and development; ex-
mine resourcing and models to support master teachers
and the larger group of clinician educators); suggest ac-

demic changes for their inclusion as full contributing

dicine. All rights reserved.
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aculty members; identify tools available to assist master
eachers and clinician educators track and present their
ccomplishments; and address academic tenure for
aster teachers and clinician educators.

HE MASTER TEACHER:
EFINING THE
NDIVIDUAL AND
HE NEED
aster teachers will be physi-

ians who make lifelong com-
itments to educating future

hysicians. They will spend the
ajority of their time teaching
hile simultaneously provid-

ng direct patient care in teach-
ng clinics, inpatient services,
nd special care settings, such
s clinical laboratories, tele-
edicine centers, and extended

are facilities. They will effec-
ively teach all aspects of phy-
ician development to a broad
ange of learners and use all
vailable teaching and evalua-
ion modalities for greatest
eaching efficacy. They will support learners as advi-
ors and mentors, filling less well-defined but critical
oles in physician development.

Master teachers will have objective value to other health
are stakeholders. As role models, master teachers will con-
istently demonstrate the physician behaviors now identified
s essential: psychosocial awareness, respect for health care
conomics, and excellence in clinical sciences. They will
onstantly provide products that meet the needs of patients,
earners, colleagues, health care providers, administrators,
nstitutions, and government through the consistent delivery
f high-quality education and clinical care, the breadth of
heir abilities, and their deep understanding of the systems
hat dominate modern-day health care. They will likely be
mong the most effective leaders of innovative clinical
rograms.

As leaders, their vision will provide guidance to
thers as rapid change influences physician develop-
ent. As scholars, they will study the health care set-

ings in which they work, identifying solutions to prob-
ems and disseminating their knowledge broadly. As
ducators, they will hold key roles in organizations that
upport, monitor, and define physician education.

Finally, master teachers will embrace constant im-
rovement of their own abilities and those of their
olleagues. As lifelong learners, they will maintain and
ontinually expand their abilities to meet the growing
emands of education and clinical care. They will en-

PERSPECTIVES VI

● Master teachers
cated clinician
hanced skills in
medical educati

● Focused faculty d
quired throughout
innovative resour
them.

● Master teachers w
by redefined sch
teria to become
bers of medical
medical center f
age in refining the skills of their peers by sharing their t
bservations and findings through publishing and sem-
nars, and they will add quantity and detail to our
nderstanding of how young physicians learn, what
hey need to learn, and how best to use precious re-
ources to accomplish this ever-expanding task.

It is necessary to clarify how
master teachers will differ from
traditional teaching physicians.
Master teachers will not be cli-
nicians who occasionally teach
but function primarily as direct
care providers in the nonteach-
ing setting. They will be unlike
clinician-scientists, whose pri-
mary career commitments are
to clinical investigation. They
will be distinct from the profes-
sional educator who teaches and
performs educational research
but participates minimally in
clinical care. They will be dis-
similar from the majority of to-
day’s clinician educators who
may teach part-time but have not
devoted the time and effort to
achieve excellence in the broad
array of educational skills char-

cteristic of master teachers.
Master teachers will not be defined by rigid time-

ffort formulae, any specific medical specialty, or ca-
eer stage. Broad needs will dictate that master teachers
s a group have broad professional specialty backgrounds,
pend considerable but variable percentages of their
ime in specific settings, and span all career levels.

This definition itself may justify the need for master
eachers, noting that such individuals will commit so
uch of their professional effort to the role that signif-

cant involvement in other aspects of medicine would
e difficult, if not impossible. However, trends in the
ealth care environment and medical education make
ach of these tasks even more demanding. Landmark
eports12,13 have laid out new expectations regarding
atient safety and quality, including growing expecta-
ions for more direct supervision of physicians-in-train-
ng. Studies of chronic disease management provide
omentum for patient-centered care models14 and im-

etus for the development of multidisciplinary teams
hat include physicians.15 Finally, the unsustainable
ost of care and disparate levels of access have spurred
egislative debate about comprehensive health care and
nsurance reform, with considerable focus on effi-
iency, resource use, and regulatory tools.

These tectonic shifts have been accompanied by
ther changes that challenge the traditional learning
nvironment.16 High inpatient turnover, compression of

OINTS

be career-dedi-
cators with en-
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eaching time by duty hours regulation,17,18 and a “shift
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rom a pathophysiology-based model to an evidence-
ased model,”16 as well as the elucidation of general
ompetencies19 and the strong support of a competency-
ased training system by accrediting organizations,20

ave exposed major gaps in our ability to rigorously
each and assess some competencies using current ed-
cator paradigms.

Thus, no present model of clinical medical teacher
eems able to accomplish the goals of present and
uture education without the total, career-long commit-
ent that will define master teachers. Physicians in

ther teacher categories will remain vital contributors
o the educational process, and their importance should
ot be understated. Yet, master teachers will need to fill
ssential roles that others cannot through a constantly
enewed and supported commitment.

KILLS AND ABILITIES OF MASTER TEACHERS
o fill these needs effectively, master teachers will

equire a skill set that overlaps with, but significantly
xceeds, that of current clinician educators.

irect Teaching and Supervision
aster teachers will play a dominant role in teaching

linical skills, including interviewing, physical exami-
ation, and complex reasoning. Much of this teaching
ill continue to occur at the patient’s side because of

he central importance of the physician–patient interac-
ion. They will need to routinely incorporate scientific
vidence into the teaching of clinical skills (eg, through
se of “The Rational Clinical Examination”21 and ev-
dence-based guidelines). They will need to include
ore competencies in all teaching interactions, empha-
izing such issues as cost of care and resource use,
iffering venues of care, and care transitions. Explicit
iscussion of the physician–patient relationship will
nculcate the importance of communication skills.
uality of care, patient safety, and continuous improve-
ent will be part of their delivered education through

xercises in practice-based learning.22,23

Master teachers will need to execute these teaching
ctivities in the context of the new work environment.

ith increasing calls for learner supervision to ensure
atient safety,24 master teachers will need to achieve a
elicate balance of graduated and skill-appropriate au-
onomy. Compressed duty hours dictate that teaching
fficiency will be yet another necessary master teacher
ttribute.17,25 The business and human resource litera-
ure provides invaluable lessons that the master teacher
ill apply at the intersection of health care delivery and

raining.26-28

ole Modeling
obust, multifaceted role modeling will set master
eachers apart from other clinician educators. Role a
odeling is an explicit responsibility of “masters” in
orkplace learning directed toward work acculturation

nd will be a critical ability of master teachers. Wright
nd colleagues29-31 have described the impact and char-
cteristics of successful role models in Medicine, sug-
esting that residents value non-cognitive qualities
uch as compassion, effective communication, and pro-
essionalism. Excellent role models were identified as
pending more time on teaching and patient care
esponsibilities.31

With the shift toward patient-centered care, master
eachers will set a tone of compassionate, ethical, high-
uality care that places patients’ needs first. These
aculty will have a comprehensive view of the inter-
ist’s role and the perspective to understand how phy-
icians must interact with other members of the health
are delivery system. They will model working effec-
ively with colleagues in other disciplines, promote
nter-professional collaboration and communication,
nd demonstrate professionalism—with emphasis on
wnership of and devotion to patients.

Master teachers will exemplify the continuous learner
or professional development, demonstrating that there
eed be no dichotomy between service and education.
hey will model service to their patients and to the
roader health care system through participation in con-
inuous quality improvement in their practice, demonstrat-
ng reflection in their daily work and teaching.

Finally, master teachers will model scholarship
hrough the principle of lifelong knowledge acquisition,
onstantly applying the scientific method to patient care.32

hey will embrace innovation, participate in developing
aradigms of teaching and medical care, and disseminate
nformation that improves the health of individuals or
opulations through traditional and newer vehicles.

valuator
ompetency-based evaluation requires a major invest-
ent of faculty time and training not available to the

verage clinician educator. The Residency Review
ommittee for Internal Medicine has acknowledged its

mportance by emphasizing the evaluative role of “core
aculty.”33 Therefore, master teachers will necessarily fill
“master evaluator” role in future clinical training pro-

rams because of a sophisticated ability to identify com-
etence and its absence in the clinical training venue.

Master teachers will need to use effectively a broad
ange of evaluation techniques,34 including directly ob-
erving patient interactions, medical procedures, and
ultidisciplinary conferences; assessing adequacy of

eflection and self-critique; facilitating multisource
valuations; and reviewing medical records.

entor and Advisor to Trainees
ecause of their extensive contact with students, residents,

nd fellows, master teachers will often be sought out for
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dvice. For residents envisioning an educator career, mas-
er teachers will be obvious choices for mentors. Specific
entoring topics include setting interim and long-term

areer goals and timelines; choosing projects and profes-
ional opportunities that support academic advancement;
ecording and organizing accomplishments into present-
ble formats; managing professional demands and their
mpact on a personal life; selecting and securing member-
hip in intramural groups and national professional orga-
izations; assessing costs and benefits of additional train-
ng and credentials relative to their career objectives; and
esolving difficult interpersonal issues with residents and
olleagues.

ducational Administrator and Leader
lthough distinct from the noted teaching and advisor

oles, many formal educational leadership and admin-
strative positions will most likely be filled by master
eachers. Training program and associate program di-
ectors, clerkship and rotation directors, course direc-
ors, and many assistant and associate dean positions
ight be best filled by faculty with this career-long

ommitment to education. Other master teachers will
erve as important resources to educational directors by
elping to identify resource needs, providing a credible
iaison with clinical program leaders, and participating
n or leading ongoing program evaluation.

ONCLUSIONS
his article presents information supporting the need

or a new breed of clinical educator, the master teacher.
he role has been described in the new environment of

ncreasing educational and clinical care requirements in
hich future physicians will practice. Details of the

kill set needed by master teachers have been proposed,
ighlighting the breadth and depth of abilities these
ducators will need to fulfill their roles for their learn-
rs, patients, and colleagues in healthcare. Subsequent
ections of this report will address issues regarding
raining, financing, faculty role and documentation
ools, and promotion and tenure. This report was ap-
roved by the Chair of the Education Redesign Task
orce 2 and the Executive Committee of the Alliance
or Academic Internal Medicine.
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